
 

 

* 5 Days 4 Nights 4 Rounds Busan Golf * 

 
 
Day 1  Arrival in Busan         (No Meal) 

Arrive in Busan airport, meet and welcome for private transfer to Dongrae Benest 
Golf Club. This prestigious 18-hole golf course was opened in 1971 which plays to a 

par of 72 at 6,646 yards. Dongrae Benest is harmonized with the natural beauty of quince and 
juniper old trees where quiet splendor dwells in the green. It is known as one of the more 
beautiful courses in the country, adorned by cherry blossom trees which put on a breathtaking 
display with their branches of frothy blossoms in early spring. Hole #6, a left dogleg par 4 is the 
signature hole on the course. After golf, transfer to your hotel and check-in for 4 nights stay. 
 
 
 

Day 2  Busan                       (Breakfast) 
Enjoy a round of golf at Dongpusan Country Club. Dongpusan consists of three nine, namely 
the Hill Course, Lake Course and Valley Course. The Hill Course features bunkers, hazards and 
scenic scenery. Some of the best holes on the Hill Course include the challenging hole #9 par 4 
features an elevated tee box with the green lies on the left side behind a pond at the end of a 
dogleg left. Hole #3 par 5 is the signature hole at the Lake Course, measuring 491 meters, plays 
straight uphill against the wind. The Valley Course par 4 finishing hole is ranked the most 
difficult hole, offering several challenging elements such as an uphill climb to the clubhouse and 
a slight dogleg right to the green. 
 
 
 

Day 3  Busan                       (Breakfast) 
Play your best scores at the dynamic Stone Gate Country Club. Newly opened in September 
2018, this course awakes the players’ spirit of challenge. It was designed by the renowned 
Japanese course designer Sato Kentaro. Surrounded by natural forests, both the Stone Course 
and Gate Course offer breathtaking views of Mount Daleum, the first scenic mountain in Gijang 
Busan. Players can also enjoy spectacular views of the East Sea from the 5th and 15th holes. The 
signature hole in Gate Course #7 which measures 506 meters, is a hole where you expect an 
eagle by aiming for a two-on with an accurate and long tee shot.  
 
 
 

Day 4  Busan                       (Breakfast) 
Cap off your Korean golfing holiday with final round at the LPGA International Busan, formerly 
the Asiad Country Club. This 27-hole golf course was built for the 2002 Asian Games. It is the 
official host venue for BMW Ladies Championship. Designed by world-renowned golf course 
designer Perry O. Dye and renovated by Rees Jones in 2019, the club features three 9-hole 
courses, the Lake Course, Pine Course and Valley Course, each rife with natural beauty. The 
Lake Course is a tournament course dominated by hazards, with natural forests and fantastic 
lakes create a beautiful harmony. The Pine Course has a fantastic layout with three lakes 
surrounded by pine trees, while the Valley Couse features a dramatic layout with the lake and 
forest hidden in the valley. 
 
 
 

Day 5  Departure from Busan                    (Breakfast) 
Free till departure transfer from hotel to the airport for your onward flight. 
 


